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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4666-About tens of thousands of 
cultivators were gathered inside Mount Taerl’s main hall. 

In the highest seat of the hall was a man with slightly curly hair who donned a 
red robe. He had a domineering aura, but his face was pale as a sheet. 

The man solemnly said, “These monsters will not be easy to deal with. We 
only just repelled them, but they’ve already launched another attack. 
Moreover, they’ve come with a greater number this time. What’s even worse 
is they’re stronger than before. We’ll have to prepare for a long fight.” 

“Sir, we should call for support. With our city’s current strength, it’s simply 
impossible to resist them.” 

“Call for support? Who can we call?” 

“Countless cities within our universe have been destroyed. Meanwhile, the 
other powerful cities nearby have already been surrounded by monsters. They 
can barely protect themselves, so how will they support us?” 

Many in the hall expressed their opinions with solemn expressions. 

James overheard their discussion when he arrived outside the hall. 

He learned that the city had been attacked by these 

monsters quite frequently. Moreover, Taerl City was not the only one targeted 
by these monsters. In fact, all other cities in the universe were under attack. It 
was possible other universes were also being attacked. 

James frowned upon learning the details. 

He firmly believed he was not just within a made-up illusion and suspected 
these events had happened in a specific period of the past. These monsters 
must have destroyed Taerl City. However, its condition before destruction was 
recorded and projected into the trial. 

At that moment, James walked into the hall. He immediately became the 
focus of attention as he walked in. 



“Leave them to me,” James spoke while walking. 

His words stunned everyone in the hall. 

The man in the highest seat stood up, looked at him, and asked, “Who are 
you?” 

James replied casually, “That’s not important.” 

He firmly believed he was in a projection of a past event. Thus, the living 
beings would not remember him, and his actions would not change the actual 
outcome of the city. 

James boldly walked to the highest seat and sat down under everyone’s 
aghast expressions. 

“Presumptuous!!!” 

A loud shout resounded in the hall. 

“The highest seat belongs to the city lord! How dare you sit down?” 

A wrinkled old man holding a cane reprimanded his action. He raised his 
cane, and a powerful aura erupted from his body, seemingly about to attack 
James. 

“Stop.” The man in the red robe stopped him. 

“Sir…” The old man wanted to speak. 

However, the man in the red robe interrupted his words. He looked at the 
powerhouses in the hall. His face was pale as he said, “I was wounded in the 
previous battle and haven’t recovered. I’m no longer capable of fighting these 
monsters, let alone repelling them this time. I’m no longer qualified to be Taerl 
City’s Lord. Whoever saves this city shall take over.” 

Everyone immediately stared at James, curious about his identity. Nobody 
had seen him before, and they doubted his reliability. 

James sat in the highest seat, looked at everyone, and said lazily, “I’ll be in 
charge of Mount Taerl and Taerl City from now onward. I want to know about 
the city’s strength, so prepare a report on the strength of the city’s 
powerhouses and army for me.” 
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The powerhouses gathered inside the main hall dispersed with his order. Only 
a few stayed in the main hall, including James, the city lord, and another 
woman wearing a red dress. 

The man in the red robe looked at James, sitting in the highest seat. He 
clasped his hands and said, “My name is Jarvis Wagnon. May I ask if your 
name, Sir?” 

“James Caden,” James replied calmly. 

“James Caden?” Jarvis frowned. He searched his memories but could not 
recall a powerhouse with such a name in Taerl City. 

“What’s with the monsters outside the city?” asked James. 

He had to understand the origins of the monsters to complete the trial. 

Jarvis’ doubtful expression grew more evident. 

James coughed awkwardly a few times and said, “I’ve been in seclusion for 
some time and am not aware of the situation since I’ve only just left it.” 

“I see.” Jarvis was convinced. He quickly explained,” Everything started one 
entrapoch ago.” 

“Go on.” James nodded lightly and listened attentively. 

An entrapoch was a measurement of time. 

An epoch was 4.9 billion years, whereas 490,000 epochs were called an 
entrapoch. 

“An entrapoch ago, monsters spread around the Endlos Void and attacked the 
various major universes. 

“Since they appeared, many universes were destroyed, and many lives were 
lost. The universe we live in has always been peaceful because of a peerless 
powerhouse residing here. 



“However, an even more powerful monster appeared in the Endlos Void, and 
he was dispatched to the frontline to take it down. As a result, these monsters 
seized the chance to invade our universe.” 

“Taerl City is the last place still standing in this universe. The monsters have 
already destroyed the other cities.” 

Jarvis briefly explained the monster’s invasion. However, he was unaware of 
their origin. His current strength did not allow him to get in touch with such 
secrets yet. 

Hearing this, James frowned. 

He remembered Zeno mentioning that the Endlos owed their peace to 
Emperor Raiah. 

James pondered, ‘Could it be this era was before the establishment of the 
Endlos’ Ten Districts? Still, this is supposed to be a projected illusion left 
behind by the 

founder of the Verde Academy. Is it possible he was from this era and 
participated in the battle against these monsters?’ 

James had many questions on his mind. However, all of them were only his 
suspicions. Nobody knew whether this event had happened in history. 

Perhaps it was just an imaginary world. 

With James’ strength, he could also create an imaginary world with living 
beings who were completely unaware they were not real. 

“Mr. James, are you capable of saving Taerl City?” Jarvis looked at James 
expectantly. 

“I’ll do my best.” 

James lacked confidence since he did not know whether there were 
powerhouses amongst the monsters. If none of them had a consciousness of 
their own, then he could easily kill them. However, James knew things could 
not be so simple. He could sense a mysterious force controlling these 
monsters from the dark. 



Now, he had to understand the strengths of Taerl City and utilize them 
reasonably to complete his trial. 
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protecting Taerl City. He wore a solemn expression while in thought. 

Although it was a trial to him and failing would not matter, the living beings 
inside the city were still alive at that moment. He could not bear to watch the 
city perish. 

Moreover, he was curious to read the sacred scroll. 

“You’re dismissed. Put together a detailed report on the strength of Taerl 
City’s various forces as soon as possible.” 

The woman in the hall was silent throughout the entire process. 

After being dismissed, Jarvis pulled her out of the hall. 

As soon as they left the main hall, she asked, “Is he reliable? Will trouble arise 
after handing Taerl City to him?” 

Jarvis shook his head lightly and said, “I can’t be sure either. However, I’m 
really out of ideas. I’m not trying to shirk responsibility, but it’s best that 
someone steps up to preside over the situation. I can only trust him for now.” 

The two left the area. 

Meanwhile, James remained in the main hall. He let out his Divine Sense to 
investigate the formation surrounding Taerl City. 

At that moment, the eight elderly men were still holding up the formation to 
resist the monster army attacking the city. 

James examined the formation and found it to be profound. It was definitely 
set up by a powerhouse skilled in formations. 

However, James felt the formation could still be improved. He could make one 
with a more potent defense and attack. 



James closed his eyes, and the entire Taerl City layout appeared in his mind. 
Countless mysterious inscriptions emerged in his mind and rapidly 
transformed to form a powerful formation. 

“Mr. James, I’ve brought the report you requested.” A voice resounded in the 
hall. 

James halted and turned to look at the woman inside the hall. 

The woman had a gorgeous face and looked incredibly ethereal. She wore a 
blue dress and had her hair tied up. The crystal earrings on her ears were 
also very eye-catching. Her beauty was simply mesmerizing. 

The woman reported, “My name is Yue Wenzel. I’m a disciple of Mount Taerl.” 

“Alright.” James nodded lightly. 

Yue stretched out the documents to him. 

James casually waved his hand, and the documents floated toward him. 

He flipped through the documents, carefully reviewing them. 

The documents recorded the number of powerhouses in 

Taerl City, as well as the number of troops and the overall strength of their 
army. 

After reviewing the documents, James’ brows furrowed at the disappointing 
results. 

The slightly impressive powerhouses were the eight elders of Mount Taerl, 
who were the eight elderly men who were maintaining the formation. 

As for the rest, there were less than 100 Caelum Acmeans, about 30,000 
Terra Acmeans, 100,000 Permanence Acmeans, 300 Quasi Acmeans, and 
the other cultivators mainly were Macrocosm Ancestral Gods. 

However, Macrocosm Ancestral Gods were not strong enough. 

Unfortunately, Taerl City’s Army was mainly composed of cultivators at the 
Macrocosm Acnestal God Rank. Anything weaker than the Macrocosm 
Ancestral God Rank was useless in the battle against the monsters. 



Yue noticed James’ solemn expression and said helplessly,” In the last battle, 
our city managed to repel the monsters. However, we suffered heavy losses. 
My teacher also sacrificed while trying to protect the city.” 
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was the ruler of Mount Taerl. 

After briefly considering it, James said, “Send an order to gather all the 
Genesis Stones within Taerl City. I’m going to set up a new formation.” 

“Alright.” After receiving the order, Yue quickly left the hall. 

James closed his eyes again, arranging inscriptions to set up a formation. 

To save some time, James set up a time formation around himself. 

Following James’ order, the entire Taerl City united. 

Everyone offered their Genesis Stones, contributing to the plan. At the same 
time, excavations at a few mines to collect Genesis Stones also took place. 

A bunch of Genesis Stones had been collected in just a few days. 

James had also successfully set up a powerful formation with the help of the 
Primal Mantra. He also used his knowledge of Formation Inscriptions, the 
Thousand Paths Holy Body, and the Universal Sword Art to form it. 

James named it the Universal Sword Formation. 

It had terrifying defenses and offensive power. 

James sat in the highest seat in Mount Taerl’s main hall. 

The powerhouses of Taerl City gathered in the hall. 

“Jarvis’ wounds are terrible, and he needs time to recuperate. Please let me 
know if you need anything,” said Yue. 

James waved his hand, and a map overview of Taerl City appeared before 
them. Then, a few light spots appeared throughout the map. 



He instructed, “Put the Genesis Stones collected in the areas I’ve marked 
out.” 

Yue immediately ordered, “What’s everyone waiting for? Get to work!” 

Following her order, the powerhouses quickly sprung into action. 

On the other hand, James disappeared to a mountain range in Taerl City. He 
stood on a mountaintop, waved his hands, and unleashed numerous 
inscriptions from his palm. 

The inscriptions disappeared into the surrounding space. 

After James scattered the formation inscriptions, he cast the Blithe 
Omniscience and headed to his next destination. He went to various locations 
throughout Taerl City and placed inscriptions in these areas to set up the 
Universal Sword Formation. 

James also poured his Sword Path Powers into the formation. Activating the 
Sword Path Powers would require a decent amount of energy. He could easily 
pour his strength into the formation to activate it, but he was worried about 
getting caught up in the battle. 

He might not be able to freely withdraw from battle. Thus, he ordered for 
Genesis Stones to be collected. During an emergency, the Genesis Stone’s 
powers would be able to activate his Sword Path Powers hidden within the 
formation. 

It took James three thousand years to finish setting up the formation. During 
this time, the eight elders of Taerl City had also been continuously managing 
the formation to resist the monsters. 

James sat in the highest seat of Mount Taerl’s main hall and ordered, “Send 
one powerhouse at the Caelum Acme Rank to guard the different locations 
storing our Genesis Stones. If Taerl City is at risk of destruction, burn the 
Genesis Stones to activate the formation.” 

The Universal Sword Formation was to be used as their last effort to defend 
the city from destruction. 

‘The formation I set up should be able to guard the city and kill a bunch of 
monsters. Our main goal isn’t to defend but to unite our forces and take the 



initiative to eliminate our enemies. We’ll have to leave the city and confront 
the monster army to lure out the real mastermind.” 
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years, he had been observing the monsters outside the city. 

The wave of monsters showed no signs of stopping. 

Although the formation had already killed many of them, their numbers did not 
seem to be decreasing. 

James felt they must constantly eliminate the monsters to attract the force 
controlling them. 

After deciding on the tactic, James had to arrange their forces. 

He used to be Sol’s Dragon King and the commander of the Black Dragon 
Army. Therefore, he had experience in war. 

“Pass down my order. Divide the army into different teams. One million 
soldiers per team. Every team must have at least one general at the Caelum 
Acme Rank. If there aren’t enough, get generals at the Terra Acme Rank. 

“Get things done as soon as possible. I will create a formation that will greatly 
increase the strength of our army. 

After everything’s ready, I’ll teach the army how to perform it.” 

James quickly issued a few orders. 

He simply passed on his requirements. As for the specific arrangements, he 
allowed the members of Mount Taerl to decide. 

“Understood.” 

Yue quickly headed out to make arrangements. 

Meanwhile, James set up a time formation and continued to cultivate. The 
Nine Heavens God-Annihilating Formation appeared in his mind. 



When he was weak, Sophie taught him the Nine Heavens God-Annihilating 
Formation, which became one of his greatest trump cards. 

He planned to improve the Nine Heavens God-Annihilating Formation to 
increase its power. With his current strength, it was easy for him to enhance a 
formation or create a new one. 

Soon, Taerl City’s army had been divided into different teams according to 
James’ instructions. 

James also improved the new version of the Nine Heavens God-Annihilating 
Formation. The battle was imminent, so he had insufficient time to make an 
advanced formation. He only made a simple, easy-to-learn formation. 

Although it was simple to him, it was considered advanced forthose not skilled 
in formations. 

After the troops were ready, James taught them the Nine Heavens God-
Annihilating Formation. 

The entire army began to practice the Nine Heavens God- Annihilating 
Formation. 

The army consisted of skilled cultivators, so learning the Nine Heavens God-
Annihilating Formation was easy for them. At most, they would only need ten 
years to perfect it. 

After settling the army, James temporarily took a rest. 

He casually strolled on the winding paths of a mountain behind Mount Taerl’s 
main mountain. A woman wearing a blue dress followed behind him. 

Yue said softly, “Mr. James. The soldiers are focusing on cultivating the 
formation. They should be ready for battle in about three months. Have you 
already made arrangements for the battle?” 

James halted in his tracks. 

In fact, he still had not come up with a detailed plan. His plan was to charge at 
their enemies and kill them. 

After a brief thought, James said, “Don’t you think the monsters are strange?” 



Yue shook her head lightly and said, “They’ve been around for a long time. 
These monsters have already invaded countless universes. Unfortunately, I 
never had the chance to study them thoroughly.” 

James said, “These monsters can take on different forms and have terrifying 
strength and defenses. However, they are not intelligent. It seems very 
strange to me. For them to have acquired such great strength, they should be 

intelligent, but they’re not.” 

“Are you suggesting they are manufactured beings?” Yue was slightly taken 
back. 

James gently shook his head and said, “It’s just a suspicion of mine. I can’t be 
sure either.” 

After the brief conversation, James continued to advance, with Yue following 
closely behind him. 

James asked again, “How’s the battle in the Endlos’ Void going?” 

Yue shook her head to his question. 

 


